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SCA Treasurer Comments
on Student fund Freeze

MAIN ATTRACTION Replaces Symbols
Due to immigration procedures the SYMBOLS, the Engligh group contracted by the
Social Activities Committee for
Sept. 28, will not be able to
keep their engagement.
In their place, however, the

is on the list of up and coming
records in the country.
Richard Gersh Associates of
New York have said of the NEW
ATTRACTION - "You don't run
into many chicks who write
great songs and can sing with
_ _ _4-.....;S~A~C~h~a~s~~~~~~~~~~~_.~:a, reallygreaJ voice. This
sou· group nown as the
group' got one. And when all
MAIN ATTRACTION.
four of them sing together Their new album on Tower
such beautiful harmony."
Records includes new arrangeThe MAIN ATTRACTION will
ments of "Hold On I'm Combe in the Kelley Gymnasium on
ing", "Woman,. Woman", and
Saturday, September 28 at 8:00
"Gimme Little Sign" as well as
p.m. Advance tickets will be on
several original hits wntten by
sale in the Rotunda for only
Jeanne Salo, the female vocalist
$1.00. Admission at the door
for the MAIN ATTRACTION.
will be $1.50.
"If I'm Wrong", an original
Make the scene and we
hit by the MAIN ATTRACTION
guarantee great music!

BSC
Lifts Face
As a new academic year breaks
upon the Bridgewater campus, we all
see many improvements which have
enhanced the beauty and efficiency
of our campus. Those two beautiful
spruce trees which guarded the
Gateway
to the Administration
Building are lost forever in that
great forest in the sky. But the sun
s till shines and reflects from the
glossy fire escapes surrounding
Wooel and Tillinghast like snakes.
As we proceed up the front steps,
we hear a loud siren and the sound
of screeching rubber. Yes, it is our
new campus police car with its new
revolving red and blue beacon resting upon a pale blue station wagon.
The driver is none other than Tony
Andre, top brass of our police force
and riding shotgun is that "boy in
Blue" Jim Zeiba.
Now we proceed to the office of the
director of admissions where we see
a perfectly executed sectioning done
in maple wood paneling. This is one
of the most interesting renovations,
as the paneling matches the desks
inside.
A short trip down the stairs and
we find ourselves in the Commuters'
Room where the vending machines
have taken on a new look. They are
sunken in paneling adding some enticement to the food resting in their
chambers.
Yes, Bridgewater has taken on a
new face and adding the final touch
is the newly renovated Comment office. There is now room enough to
Work in comfortably. The door is
always open to Visitors and people
to fill pOSitions are always equally
needed. So why not open your eyes
and take a look at the Comment~bOllt
your Campus?

College loans
Itself for Summer
by Tony Tringale

Two hundred high school students
spent six weeks on the Bridgewater
campus this summer, as B.S.C.
housed the AdVanced Studies Program of Project Contemporary
Competi tiveness.
Exceptional ninth and tenth grade
students were selected, on a competitive basis, to participate in the
program created by the p.G.C. staff,
local teachers and administrators.
Living at Great Hill, the students
followed a full schedule from Monday to Friday. The students went to
four hours of class including EngIi sh (a requirement), a major, such
as algebra, and a minor, with ample
time for recreation.
The ma.ior concentration cot!rses
are hard to believe. Under Science
there were two courses, Microorganisms and Man, and Ecological
Relationships. Two languages were
offered basic Manderin Chinese and
Russian.
Despite the implied difficulty 6f
the Courses Mr. Robert Palanza,
director of PoC.C., said the program was carried on with great
success.
There were no major difficulties
beyond the distance between the hill
and the campus. Also Mr. Palanza
could not express thanks enough for
the total use of the B.S. C. facilities.
HeespeciaUy noted the involvement
of Dr. Hondeleau.

The following statement has been
issued by SCA Treasurer Peter
Hayhow concerning the recent temporary freezing of all student organization funds by order of SCA
President Gerard M. Kelley and by
Mr. Hayhow. This unprecedented
move was taken following the uncovering of financial irregularities
by the audit conducted yearly at
every state college by the auditors
of the Commonwealth.
"I feel that I must express extreme displeasure at the irresponsible actions taken by treasurers of
certain student organizations during
the 1967-1968 fiscal year. Their
inefficient and haphazard handling
of student funds entrusted to their
care has necessitated the freezing
of all student accounts for what will
hopefully be a short period of time.
Their inadequate performance of
their duties has seriously endangered the hard-won financial autonomy which student organizations enjoy here at Bridgewater. The auditors of the Commonwealth have informed college and student government officials that the state of many
organization financial records would
indicate that certain of these organizations do not merit such responsibility.
Consequently, student government
officials are in the process of formulating new regulations for the frequent periodic checking of financial
records by myself and the SCA
bookkeeper. I am calling a compulsory meeting of all student organization treasurers on Tuesday, Sept.
24th, at 10 :00. A.M~.:i,p.1Ae"SQAl\QQ:m,
to discuss these regUlations. It is
hoped that we will be able to solve
this problem within the framework of
the college community, without intervention from outside."

New faculty
Administrators
Start Off at asc
I

The following have recently joined
the faculty of Bridgewater: Marcia
Anderson, Instructor in English;
Richard Benton, Lab Instructor in
Chemistry; Bradley Bowden, Asst.
Professor
in
Biology; Edward
Braun, Instructor in Health and
Physical Education; Dolores Brien,
Instructor in English; Robert Clark,
Lab Instructor in Biology; Beth
Ellis, Instructor in Music; Richard
Enright, Asst. Professor in Earth
Sciences; Claire Hamel, Lab Instructor at Burnell; John Heller,
Instructor in Art; Virginia Hogg,
Instructor in Health and Physical
Education; William Jacobsen, Associate Professor in English; Isabelle King, Asst. Professor in Education; Charles McGinnis, Associate
Professor in English; Thomas
Moore, Instructor in Mathematics;
John Myers, Asst. Professor in History; Richard Olsen, Lab Instructor
in Biology; Felix Palubinskas, Professor in Physics; Christina Reordan, Instructor in Modern Language;
Robert Rose, Instructor in English;
Marvin Schwalb, Asst. Professor in
Biology; Robert Silbernagel, Instructor in English; Philip Silvia,
Jr., Instructor in History; Lindley
Spencer, Asst. Professor in Speech
and Drama; Robert Sutherland, Instructor in Mathematics; Gerald
Thornell, Instructor in Education;
Claire Walker,_Instructor in Education; Margaret Wallace, Instructor
at Burnell; Richard Warye, Asst.
Professor of Speech and Drama;
Eugenia Watson, Instructor at Burnell; Tom Watson, Asst. Professor
in English; Valerie Winiarski, Instructor in Health and Physic al
Education; Alfred Wolff, Jr., Instructor in History; Richard Yin,
Inst:ructorin History; Raymond ZuWallack, Instructor in Education;
Edward Elias, Grant Coordinator;
Paul Gaines, Assistant in Academic
Administration; and James Plotner,
Jr., Asst. Director of Admissions.
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Must Begin Immediately
on Athletic Fee" -Kelley

"It is the goal of the SCA Council
and of my administration to expand
general student participation in the
student government to the greatest
possible degree."
These, and
other plans for the year were discussed with the COMMENT in an
interview on Friday, September
13th, with Gerard M. Kelley, 19681969 Student Cooperative Association President.
COMMENT: Do you anticipate any
great changes in the structure or
the operations of the SCA Council
this year?
KELLEY: Yes, I do. The Council
!lleetings have been getting longer
and longer over the past few years,
due to the enormous number of
issues which confront student gove,rnment, and the need for creful
discussion of all action that we take.
To save time, however, I plan to
institute a modified committee system to lighten the amount of material which must be placed before
the entire Council.
COMMENT: Could you elaborate
your plans somewhat?
KELLEY: What I have in mind is an
experimental system, to operate on
a trial basis throughout the first
quarter of the academic year. Some
of the committees would be: a Finance Sub- Committee, which would
approve all expenditures ofthe council or of the student government, as
well as carry out their current function of studying budgets submitted by
student organizations and make recommendations to the CounCil; and a
Social Activities Sub-Committee,
which would study and recommend to
the Council all matters relating to
social activities.
COMMENT: What would the membership of these committees bl§l?
KELLEY: They would be composed
of members of the SCA Council. As
I said, this is an' experimental program, and is not supported by any
new legislation by the
Council.
Several other committees of a more
specialized nature which I have in
the planning stages are a Student
Union Sub-Committee to investigate
the Significance of the Student Union

Building to the campus, the assigning
of rooms, the financing of activities
and the establishment of a code to
govern the entire building; a Special
Hearings Commi ttee, which will
commence within the next three
weeks to conduct hearings, firstwith
the class, club and organization officers' and eventually with the entire
student body, which we hope will ascertain facts and baSic feelings on
all matters concerning students; and
a Special Projects Sub-Committee.
COMMENT: Some $56,000 was collected, to the tune of $20per student,
for use in athletics in the college
this year, as opposed to only some
$32,000 which was provided in 19671968. How is this enormous sum of
money being allocated and by whom?
KELLEY: As the student body is
probably aware, one of the basic
tenets of my campaign platform was
that no fee would be instituted which
did not take into consideration our
long established policy of high-level
student involvement in the allocation
of funds collected for student activities. As originally proposed by the
Trustees of the State Colleges, this
fee made no provision for any of this
participation.
In the final compromise reached
at the May meeting of the Board of
Trustees at Lowell with the student
government presidents, some ofthis
participation was reluctantly assured. Shortly after this meeting,
the SCA Council proposed for the
President's acceptance a plan which
would impliment this fee in concurrence with the accepted principles
of our uniCJ,ue .c()llege community.
However, since the end of May, this
plan has sat on the desk of President
Rondileau and as yet we have received no reply as to its acceptance,
modification or rejection. The fact
that football, intramurals, crosscountry and recre ation programs
have already started and must obviously therefore be spending money
would indicate that action on this
proposal must be taken immediately.
I
have a statement on further
developments for the next issue of
the COMMENT."

will

Syndicate Takes Over Comment
Well, here we are sitting in the
newly renovated COMMENT office
waiting for the scoops to roll in.
Boy are we poised! At the helm is
Mike Maguire"
Chief Editorin-Chief for the 1968-1969 academic
year. Mike, a Senior English-History major from Beverly is also
Executive Chairman of the Chameleon Conversation Coffeehouse,
Chairman of the Executive Board of
the Brotherhood of Phi Pi Delta, and
Forums and Special Projects Director of SCA. Mike's job is to dodge
the rocks and eggs .and to keep a,
tight reign on our editorial board
and bands of roving reporters. Good
luck, Mike!
The Managing Editor for this
year is Jim Fonseca, a Senior
Geography major from New Bedford
and a member of the Executive
Board of the Brotherhood of Phi
Pi Delta, a DSA delegate. andmembel' of Kappa Delta Pi and the Earth
Science Club. Jim's job is to keep
the coffee pot perking while Mike's
away and meanwhile to coordinate
the efforts of the staff.
Joe O'Sullivan is the News Editor.
Joe is a Senior Earth Science major
from Brockton, a Brother of Phi
Pi Delta, Vice-President of the
Earth Science and Geography Club
and a DSA delegate. Joe can be seen
chasing reporters through the halls
of the Ad Building. Joe is looking
for BSC students interested in working for the COMMENT. Dial 260,
or corne to the office, knock three
times and ask for Joe.

Mark Allen Leach, the only nonbachelor on the all-male editorial·
board is Feature Editor. Mark, our
"Review" man, is also amemberof
the Drama Club and a regular contributor to literary periodicals, as·
well as occasionally giving time to
his capacity as a Junior English
major.
Bob Mancini, as Re-Write Editor
is the head of our spelling and grammar department. (Yes, blame him!)
Bob, a mustachioed Junior English
major from Somerville, is State College Coordinator for SCA, as well as
pro-tem Vice-President of SeA.
Sophomore Special from Bridgewater Lou Patrick. (Townie!) is
Sports Editor. Lou and his moustache kick around the gym picking up
hot tips on our sports heroes and
cover the ups and downs of our
teams between the goalposts and the
baselines of the Ivy League set.
steve Caine. a Junior special from
the Lawrence area is our Chief
Photographer. Steve is a member of
the Executive Board of Phi Pi Delta
and can be spotted prowling around
the campus with his zoom lens focused on blond, blue-eyed Freshmen
girls.
"What a crew! All we promise is a
lot of work and some good stories
this year. Keep your eye on the
COMMENT! One more thing: Anyone
who knows the wearabouts of a suit
of clothes and a pair of black hornrimmed glasses left in the Boyden
Hall phone booth last week is asked
to contact the COMMENT. Ask for
Mr. Kent.
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ANOTHER MAN'S POISON

.. 0 FF allNote:students,
This column is open to
D
0
U
N
S
on any subi ect.
We reserve the right to reied obscene or libelous articles.

George Corley Wallace, former Governor of Alabama and American Independent Party Presidential candidate, does not drink, scorns luxurious living
and boasts of his high moral fiber. He has been a Sunday school teacher for
twenty years and Georgia Golden Gloves champion twice. The racial problems of the United States, he pronounces, are the fault of Negroes, student
dissenters are anarchists and communists and anyone who disagrees with
him is, at best, unAmerican•. This staunch defender of individual rights has
suggested as a panacea for curing the nation's woes, lining the streets of the
Capital with armed police. And Wallace is not cynically pandering to a sick,
suicidal impulse in Americans when he says these things. It is much more
serious - he zealously believes inhis cowboyism. The mind whimpers helplessly when it conSiders the fact that this Alabaman anachronism may determine the future of the United States a
Perhaps the most horrifying aspect of this monstrous political year is
that Wallace makes sense to a growing number of frightened people throughout the country. The latest polls show that Wallace has the support of 34 per
cent of the southern vote and 10 per cent of the rest of the country. Couple
this fact with a dangerous, antiquated system of selecting a President that
permits the political machine to rule, not the people, and allows a man who
may lose the popular vote and the electoral vote to become the political
balance of power, or even the President, and you have one up-tight nation.
According to our present pitiful law, a candidate for the Presidency needs
an absolute majority of the electoral college vote (270). It is predicted that
Wallace will, at least, carry the five deep south states (47 votes) and possibly four other southern states (44 votes). The race between Nixon and Humphrey proves to be exceedingly close. Since 1920 the only way a candidate
has won election has been by carrying the majority of the seven key states
which, combined, total 210 electoral votes. Wallace's strong third party
drive demands of either Humphrey or Nixon to capture an overwhelming
majority of those votes and it does not seem·likely; thus an electoral stalemate will result. Wallace will then have forty days in which to deal with the
pOliticians before the House vote. And what does this little man plan to do
with his power? At a recent press conference he stated seven conditions
upon which he would throw his support to either Humphrey or Nixon. Among
his demands were; criminal indictment "of people advocating a Viet Cong
victory" (also stated as "punish treason by putting some of these (Vietnam)
dissenters in jail"), "a promise to make a strong stand for law and order",
"abandon any civil rights action", and taking out of federal hands school and
hospi tal integration, open housing legislation, reapportionment and congresSional redistricting.
It is our view that George Wallace must be prevented from becoming the
balance of power in this election. The unconsolidated liberal element of the
south must organize against the Wallace backlash. Those misguided supporte rs who actually believe in Mssrs. Humphrey and Nixon must conVinCingly campaign for their men and arouse the heretofor apathetic majority. The
two major party candidates must offer amore realistic and definitive choice
than the empty rhetoric of their platforms allow. The many truculent splinter groups who find it impossible to accept Nixon or Humphrey must unite
behind a fourth party candidate that can win more electoral votes than Wallace, thereby ousting him from consideration in the House election. Finally,
the legislators, big and small fry, must learn from this lesson to abandon
the electoral college and trust the people so that such gross travesty will
never again occur. In a year stricken by so much tragedy we cannot afford
yet another man's poison.

~¥_'"'!1~!''"''''''''~('O M~MENT

Publication Schedule
Fall Semester

September
October
November
December
January

Deadline
17
1
15
29

Publication Date
25
8

22
Nov. 5
12
26
17
14

5
18-19
10
7

*This schedule is subject to change.

Hey man, how's about kicking over
your scooter and let's go putting!
Does that sound familiar? If you've
been around the bike scene the way
it's been lately, then you know what
we're talking about. No doubt about
it, the ICchopper" is here to stay.
Despite the pressure being placed
on the outlaw bike riders from the
citizens, the "people" are ready to
ride!
.
There's a lot of to-do about socalled "troublesome" outlaw clubs.
If you go by the facts, the outlaws
are just non-conformists out to enjoy
themselves in one of the few remaining ways left to be free. There's
nothing like a warm day and a good
bike to just "put" along and forget
your troubles. You go where your
wheels take you.
Most of us find doing things in a
group usually means more fun than
if you try and go it on your own.
Maybe this is why the outlaw motorcycle clubs have caught on with such
a big bang. It's kind of a groovy
scene watching a bunch of righteous
choppers and the outlaws putting by,
and it's even more. of a blast if
YOU'RE in with them.
One of the big noises against the
"people" is their choice of clothes.
The sight of leviS, cutaways, and
colors sets the "citizens" teeth on
edge; and we won't mention what it
does to the law. What the onlookers
don't stop to consider is that maybe
there is a reason for this kind of
dress. Any of you riders who have
covered much terri tory on a bike
can probably think of one or more
instantly; like dirt! What good'S a
chopper if you don't ride, and if you
ride, how do you stay clean? Who
likes some set of miscellaneous insects spattered over a "neat" set
of clothes? What's really funny, if
those "thumbs-down" onlookers
ever stopped to check, they'd find
another set of clean levis under that
outer scummy pair. Seems that a

by Tony Caruso

well "broke-in" pair of levis does a
great job of keeping a fallen rider
sliding across the pavement instead
of digging into it.
The cutaway and colors is really
a very practical way of going about
having year round club jackets.
Most organizations (car clubs, fraternities, etc.) have a club jacket,
and on this jacket, you'll always
find the club name.
The bikers
have their club name, only they put
them on a cutaway so they can wear
them year-round. When the weather
is warm, the cutaway is great as is.
During cold weather, the cutaway is
worn over a heavy jacket.
Besides the clothes, another item
that seems to shake up the troops is
the long hair and beards. The outlaws are non-conformists to begin
with, so this course seems only too
natural.
However, with the great
incre ase in chopper riders, the outlaw clubs are getting to have an almost equal number of members that
are clean shaven and believe in
hair cuts.
It's not' an easy propOSition to join
an outlaw club •. The club offers lifelong and extremely close relationships. Members consider each other
"brothers" and are ready to help in
any circumstances. Today's style
outlaw club is made up of accountants and construction workers, teachers, almost any type of profession.
The
Hangman
Motorcycle of
Southern California requires introduction of a prospective member by
a full-fledged Hangman. The "prospective" has a probationary time
period where he must prove himself
a fit addition to the club. There is
a final vote that's necessary for the
prospective to advance to a full
member status, but it is all worth
while, because the outlaw clubs
really know how to have good times.
Thank God there are still some living, breathing, moving non-conformists.

King Action Committee Organizes
by Mike Barker
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The Martin Luther King Action
Committee, a group formed on the
Bridgewater campus after the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
has issued the following statement to
the COMMENT:
Within the past two years, America's moral conscience has been
opened. Now she lies injured, with
a gapping wound pouring forth the
blood of discontent. Some Americans say that this is the new generation in which moral conscience and
involvement in society have become
the new involvement and blind conservatism a thing of the past. Others
say that this discontent is just a
stage in the growth and development of our country.
And still
others believe that America, the land
of the free is becoming an America
of corruption and disuni ty. However,
whichever America you side with,
the country is undergOing a social
revolution which I can foresee as
more constructive than destructive.
Probably the most prominent discontent in America is that of the
American Negro and his fight for
social equality. It has been known
for a long time by both white and
black Americans that white racism
has existed in this country Since the
birth of slavery 350 years ago,
through the day when the Negro has
been discriminated against and
thought of as an inferior animal
rather than as a fellow human being.
In the past the Negro has accepted
this role, but lately, in the past ten
years or so, he has taken a new pride
in his blackness and has germinated
a dilemma which has become a thorn
in the foot of the white man. The contemporary' Negro is not willing to
stand back any longer and ht:J.s even
resorted to violence to show his
impatience with white America. He
wants the white man to understand
him. He has b.een forced to understand the white man for too long--

Yearly
Migration

understanding must be reciprocal.
Last April, when,Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated a
group of Bridgewater students and
faculty could no longer sit back and
tolerate white racism and the disadvantages imposed upon the black
man. It was time for us as conscious human beings to rid ourselves
of the shackles of apathy which have
. so imprisoned white Americans and
most black Americans. It was time
for us to remove the blindfold of
fear and indifference which the white
man has been wearing for so long
and really try to .understand the
black man and his birthright in
America.
Thus, the Martin Luther King Action Committee was
formed to search for this understanding between the races and make
true integration a reality.
As stated before, we believe this
to be a revolution of construction
rather than destruction. I am an
optimist as I believe that there is
love enough in everyone's heart to
see the need for a reevaluation of
each other. It only needs to be
ignited through the Martin Luther
King Action Committee and others
like it.
The opportunity is open
now for you to start doing something about white racism on the
Bridgewater campus, and most importantly, in yourselves.
As a Negro, as a fellow human
being, I ask you to join the Martin
Luther King Action Committee and
me in furthering the cause of love
and understanding of all men no matter what race, color or creed
Let's help make Dr. King's drea~
a reality and above all, let us show
America . what Bridgewater State
College can do to make true integration not only by mouth but by
action. Come to our meetings and
find out how easy it is to love each
other.

This month millions of American
college students like yourself are
returning to campus. College, the
great American tradition, where
men search for truth and wisdom.
But along with learning the claSSics,
another type of learning takes place,
it is called growth. Growth of the
mind. and spirit, where a boy becomes a man, and a girl a woman.
College is lectures on botany, essays on Walden Pond, notes on
Anglo-Saxon wars, cheering the
Bears onto football victory, frat
parties at the Canoe Club with
"open bars", and chasing the freshmen co-eds around Great Hill. College is the good life, a time to
live. The advertisements are right
when they say, "College is America's Best Friend". But America
has another good friend and there
is about a million strong of them.
They, like yourself, are young and
in love with life. I know you are
thinking about your classes, the
pretty girl you saw yesterday and
the couple of cold beers you are
going to have tonight. But did you
ever think about the clean sheets
on your bed, clean clothes on your
back and the clean feeling you get
from a hot shower? No, you really
haven't. Because these things are
a common everyday occurrence.
You are secure they will be there
tomorrow. You sleep well. But
these other Americans I speak of
don't enjoy any kind of security.
Why? Because they are American fighting men. Young Marines,
young Americans. These same men
like yourself once enjoyed the good
life. But for a period in their life
they gave it up. Why? For the
same reasons young Americans have,
for a century now, been traveling
thousands of miles from their homes
to fight.
There are no boys in
Vietnam, they were left on the drill
field at Parris Island. These men
live with death and the threat of
death every day of their thi;v.teEm~"'"
month stay. No area in Vietnam is
secure, and no sheets are issuedfor
foxholes. When it rains back in the
world people run for cover with the
fear of a few drops of moisture
might just smear their makeup or
muss their hair. There is no cover
for Marines in the bush. A fresh
water shower is always welcomed
over the leech infested pools of
muck they call rice paddies. Go
ahead cheer your football heroes
this fall for carrying a little ball
a few yards. There are no cheerleaders with little pom-pom skirts
to cheer us over here, to see a
Marine in full battle dress with
fifty pounds of eqUipment, run like
a co-ed from a football hero at a
frat party, through a rice paddy
up to his knees and sudden death
flying all around him. You would
stand up and cheer but you can't,
you have to keep your face in the
mud until it is your turn to move
forward, your turn to outstep death.
Vietnam is the living Hell. One
day you could be sharing a smoke
wi th a buddy, and the next day the
choppers are coming for his body.
In facing death these men in Vietnam have grown, the young age
quickly in battle. It is hard for you
to realize that there is a war going
on.
You are too secure in your
own world to give it a second
thought. I know that is the way it
is because I was secure last fall
at Bridgewater. What disturbs me
now is that no one seems to care,
only our loved ones or people we
know. So the next time you are at a
lecture, enjoying a football game,
drinking beer, or kiSSing your date
goodnight, remember the guys over
here have nothing at all. They sit
in foxholes always on watCh, eating
cold c-rations, cleaning weapons and
constantly thinking of the good life.
The thought I would like to leave with
you is that there are flesh and blood
young men over here who are fighting and dying. We are not sorry to
be here, we were notdrafted,weare
Marines. Just give us your support
now and we will gladly support you
next year, when we go back to college and you're out jumping over the
bush.

NEXT DEADLINE
OCTOBER lst
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Library Notes

News Briefs
Ne\v Photo EqUipment In an attempt
to improve efficiency and reduce the
cost of college I.D.'s, B.S.C. has
purchased its own photography
equipment and is running the operation itself. Thus you v.ill pay $2.00
instead of $1.00.

* **
Nevnnan Center Masses are now
being said daily in the Chapel of
St. Basil of the Newman Center.

***
Attention all clubs The COMMENT
respectfully requests that all clubs
and organizations \vishing publicity
in the COMMENT elect a publicity
director whose job it will be to submit releases to the paper. Instructions for the submission of news
releases will be forthcoming from
the CANIPUS COMMENT Office in
the form of a letter.

** *
Student I.D. 's All
students
at
B.S.C. must have I.D. cards. If
you don't have yours by now watch
the COMMENT for an announcement concerning future dates for
I.D. proceSSing.

(

(

The Clement C. Maxwell Library
has received a federal grant under
Title ITA of the Higher Education
Act in the amount of over $11,000.
It will be used for books and peri0dicals in all fields.
Shelving is now being installed in
the main reading room of the
Clement C. Maxwell Library to accommodate bound and unbound back
issues of periodicals now housed on
the ground floor. Readingmachines
will also be located in the reading
room. The ground floor will be devoted solely to book stacks.
Because there are no Saturday
morning classes scheduled by the
Department of Continuing Studies,
The Clement C. Maxwell Library
will not be open at that time. It
will however. be open from 1 to 4
Saturday afternoons.

Sophomores!
Teacher Intern Program is available to ALJ;, SOPHOMORES. This
consists of observing and working in
different schools at different levels
in ,order to give you an opportunity
to observe the facets of public school
teaChing before you decide on an
area of concentration.
Applicationl;l may be obtained at
the office of: Project Contemporary
Competitiveness, Basement of Burnell School. The work consists of an
8-hour work week with a stipend of
$14/week, plus a $2.00 travel allowance. You do not have to be dedicated to a teaching career in order
to be eligible for this program.
Watch for further announcements
outside the Teacher Placement Office.

Drama Club Begins Season
The fall production of the Drama
Club will be the American classic,
OUR TOWN, a three-act play by
Thornton Wilder. The play is under
the direction of Professor Robert
Barnett and will be presented
November 16, 17 and 19 in Horace
Mann Auditorium.

asc WELCOMES FRESHMEN
ApprOximately
840
Freshmen
registered for classes on Wednesday, September 11; this is the largest entering class in the history of
the College. The selections were
made from some four thousand appUcants. The class numbers 500 wo. men and 340 m~n.
The most common name among the
freshmen is Sullivan.
There are
fourteen--namely; Arthur, Dennis,
Donna, Gary, Joseph, Jayne, Judith,
Kevin, Lawrence, Margaret, Mary,
Paul, Paula, and Thomas. Students
from out of state represent Rhode
Island, New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, and Iran.
This class represents over 200
various public, private andpreparatory schools. Brockton High School
leads the list with forty-six. Running a tie in second place with
twenty students each are Bishop
Stang High School, Durfee High
School, Taunton High School, and
New Bedford High School. In third
place is Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School.
One hundred fifteen new students

seven of these students have been
admitted from the Massachusetts
Community Colleges. A great majority of these new students are now
residing at the Great Hilton (Bridgewater's untra-modern dormitory.)
Their first days of settling down
were greatly upset by the fact that
there were 300 members of the opposite sex sleeping beside them
with only an elevator shaft for a
divider. Their feelings were mixed
after their first day of registration at Bridgewater, as the following sampling of the fears and enjoyments of the Class of 1972 would
indicate:
COMMENT: What was your first
impreSSion of Bridgewater?
Freshmen females: Too many bare
spots on the· grass; apples in the
cafeteria were good. Small male
popUlation. Males are the epitomy
of femininity. HELP? Spent night
alone with teddy bear.
Food is
awful.
Like the handsome and
interesting men of the COMMENT.
It's a nice place to visit. I'm lost
all the time. The grass is nice.
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Boston is a fa.scinating city. Old
cobblestone streets are slowly giving way to spacious highways and
endless turnpikes. Decrepit tenant
buildings and crumbling brick constructions are being transformed
into ultra-modern housing projects
and multi-storied office buildings.
The city is undergoing a drastic
change from old to new - past to
present.
There is One place, however, that
fails to lose itself in the sweeplng alterations of the decade. The
Boston Common is still in existence,
It's past has been filled with years
of protests. Do-it-yourself-Sunday
preachers have frequently honored
the citizens with cries of a new
promised land.
Makeshift politicians have assembled on soapboxes
to proclaim a new era in American
democracy. The past has been
brassy while the present is confused.
The summer of 1968 brought new
faces to the sacred grounds of the
Boston Common. They were called
"Hippies."
This so-fitting label
was bestowed on these youths not
because of the size of their hips
but rather because of their entrance
into the so-called "hip" society.
The Hippies were described, in
the ~stablished Boston newspapers,
as duty, unruly animals who had the
ambition neither to wash nor work.
This lot of "degenerates" was
blamed for the alleged increase of
crime in the Beacon Hill section
of Boston and were subjected to
desperate orders of banishment and
elimination.
These same Boston newspapers
however, failed to portray the tru~
personalities of these "rebellious"
youths.
An unbiased visit to the Hippie
community would support conflicting
descriptions.
A small. skinny girl with straight
brown hair approaches you and tells
you that her name is Arlene. She
says that she is pleased to be your
friend and she hands you a freshlypicked daffodil.
After a moment's glance. she
leads you to a group of long-haired
youths sitting in a circle on the
cold grass.
You are Cliered a
piece of dry bread with a splash of
yellow mustard on it.
Acquaintances are made and you settle down

among them to listen to the sad
strumming of a guitar and the crackling voice of a young-faced youth
singing about peace and love.
A conversation begins about the
desperate plight of our black
brothers. The unanswered questions
are perpetually asked - Why can't
people learn to love his fellowman?
Why can't we all live in peace and
why can't we all just be free?
The youths on the grass knowthat
they can live this way, but they want
everyone to live the same. They
express their disgust for the establishment and the Sick society in
which they were nurtured.
The name of their game is protest and removal. They have removed themselves from society in
.order to protest the sickness of it.
When you get up to leave these
friendly people, Arlene returns with
another yellow daffodil. She asks if
you would like some smoke and
smiles pleasantly at your polite refusal. She kisses you good-bye and
forms her first two fingers in the
shape of a V as her symbol for
peace.
Yet, these flower-children-these
advocates of love and peace were
constantly condemned by the Boston
establishment. Police were called in
to "Clean up" the Common. Arrests
were made and Hippies clashed with
the protectors of man's rights.
Long-haired youths were booked
for a variety of offenses ranging
from loitering to disturbing the
peace.
On one instance, a priest
dressed as a Hippie was arrested
for sitting on the grass.
.
This police harassment was justified by portraying the Hippies as a
violent threat to society. The real
reason, however, was a lack of
understanding and acceptance on the
part of the Boston Police Departmenta
Because the establishment
failed to take the time or effort to
acquaint themselves with the true
personalities of the Hippies, a violent and undemocratic reaction was
their only alternative.
The Hippies are still on the Boston Common and the newspapers still
cry that they disrupt the beautiful
city and are a disgrace to the American way of life.
But few people
seem to realize that even the Hippies are beautiful.
by J. Robert Mancini

organized.

-Freshmen men: BSC is a beerfreak-straight-school with nothing
but football players and beer drinkers. Unbelievable place to stay. I
don't want to stay. I don't like the
long waits but it seems organized.
I like the jutebox. Beanies no goodno propellers. Girls are either good
or real dogs. It's dead. It's livable.
COMMENT: About girls at hill?
They're beautiful. They stink. Some
are nice but tend toward overly developed. Most look like they kiss
grenades. Draft some on football
team. Not bad dressers. Nice but
they don't come out. Nothing. Love
it all. Getting to be boring. Why
does everybody go home.
COMMENT: What do you think of
boys at hill ?
Haven't seen too many. Don't look
too bad. Look pretty goOd. Everyone said they were finky before.
Don't like walking through crowds.
They're gentlemen except for football team. If you like boys they're
fine, but if you're lOOking for menwell. They're respectable looking
boys. They pass the test. Askthem
for a golf ball and they say no.

It's a Ii ttle too

========~~======~==================

Assembly Committee
presents Shrader
Songs have amused, entertained,
and told tales for centuries. They
comprise a significant portion of a
nation's culture, and serve as
markers on the path of history.
Ame~ica, historically speaking, a
relatively new nation, possesses a
wealth of songs which chronicle the
pains, the joys, and adventures of
nationhood. From. I 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy" to "We Shall Overcome"
the songs of America have had both
meaning and Significance particular
to their period.
Mr. Arthur F.
Schrader will present a short course
in American songs which reflect the
social history of Our century, on
October 8th, at 10:00 A.M. in the
Horace Mann Auditorium.

SNAFU-U
I, D.J. (Dangerous Jake) would
like to take this opportunity to welCome all the returning students back
to "good ole SNAFU-U" •• It is,however, to the freShman class that this
first "column of columns" is dedicated. We sincerely hope that the
fonowing info~m~tion will help them
greatly in thelr fIrst difficult weeks
at tithe U". It is for their benefit
that we announce that there is absolutely no truth in the following
rumors about campus life.
1. The elevators on great hill are
powered by swamp gas.
2. The waters of the Olympic-size
pool in the Kelly Gym are part of
the Labrador current.
3. The Campus POlice use silver
bullets.
4, You need a note from your mother
to return books to the book store.
5. Your program will be correctly
computed by Christmas
6, Our computer was furnished by
the Edsel Motor Company.
Last but not least is this important announcement from the Traffic Control Department to all commuters. "Drive carefully someone may be waiting for your' heart "
Informatively Yours
•
'
D.J. McPhew
(Ace Reporter at
the "U")

Migrant Plight Lessened
by State Proiect
by Mike Maguire

At the completion of its fourth
year of operation, the Migrant Education Project of the Commonwealth
Service Corps has made great
strides in its objectives oflessening
the injustices worked upon the some
6000 American citizens who yearly
migrate from the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico to Massachusetts· to
work out our growing season in the
truck farms, cranberry bogs and
nursuries. Operated by a combination of funds provided by the Office
of EconomiC Opportunity in Washington and the state legislature, the
project is a subsidiary of the Commonwealth Service Corps, the state
anti-poverty agency modeled after
the Peace Corps. 'paul Lanzikos, a
Bridgewater resident beginning his
Freshman year as a Psychology
major at Boston College gave an
interview to the COMMENT at the
completion of his third summer
working with the MEP:
COMMENT: What precisely does
the Migrant Education Project do in
an effort to help the migrant?
LANZIKOS: The project has three
important components. It is operated at six centers throughout the
state, one of which has been here
in Bridgewater for the last two summers. The most important, or most
extensive activity is the language
training program directed in this
s tate by John Corcoran. Classes in
American idiomatic English were
conducted at four centers in' the
greater Bridgewater area, using the
direct method. This calls for constant drilling in sentence patterns,
using a tri-level set of textbooks
developed by:Mrs. Colleen Carey and
Dro N. Saitz which are structured
around varioUS migrant situations,
such as going to the bank or civics
lessons.
Second, we operate a
recreation program at the Bridgewater center. bringing men from a
number of farms together, for
dances, picnicS. bowling and so on.
It is hoped that through mixing the

men with members of their communities, we will hasten their assimilation into our SOCiety. Finally,
we had a vocational counciling program, directed by Mr. Waldimar
Caban. conSisting of contacting employers, especially in heavy industry
cities such as Boston, Worcester,
Springfield, and Lowell to line up
jobs for Puerto Ricans planning to
stay on the continent, as well as
arranging for transporting families,
housing and so on. Also, we were
able to place a worker in a Job
Corps center in New Mexico, as well
as another student who we placed
with a high school equivalency program at Catholic University in
Washington, D.C. who was unfortunately drafted out after a month.
COMMENT: What were your duties,
specifically?
LANZIKOS: I was a Migrant Aide,
working with the Migrant Relations
Coordinator, Fr. Ernesto Sanz, SoJ
We talked to farmers and the migrants about the program. We also
contacted various community organizations, such as the Bridgewater
Fair Practices Committee and the
Pembroke Human Rights CommisSion, to ask them for assistance in
specific local problems. We found
much more community support this
year than in recent years, especially
in obtaining community help for migrants who wished to remain in the
area over the winter. We still need
volunteer te achers to work on a continued program with the men in
this area.
Any persons who are
interested may contact Mrs, Evonne
Furey. 699 High Street in Bridgewater who was our Community Relations Coordinator if they are interested in doing such work."
A number of BSC students were
involved in this program this summer, including Mary Barrows and
Christine Keeton, both members of
the class of 1970 in Elementary
Education, as well as Jacqueline
Rosen, a former Bridgewater student.
4
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T LE FOR THE. PRE 10
Democrats, 1968

The Democratic Convention, culminating a bloody political battle
which began with the seemingly insane candidacy of Senator Eugene
McCarthy last December, sweeping
through the shocking abdication of
Lyndon Johnson, the tragic death of
Senator Robert Kennedy and the
rising tide of anti-war, anti-Administration sentiment throughout the
nation, was something of a microi sm
of the entire nation in this confusing year. Most analysts felt as the
election year began that November
would see a battle between the current Administration and Richard M.
Nixon. This has indeed come about;
but by what a path, by what tortuous, twisting advances into history
as would be rejected by Hollywood as
totally unbelievable!
To the advocates of the New
Poli tics. though, the twists that they,
allied with fate and with a strangely
low-key, academic sort of man who
yearns simultaneously to be both
poet and outfielder, were able to impose upon whatpromised to be a very
dreary political year for the young,
probably take little satisfaction from
their feat in toppling an incumbent
President and nearly replacing him
with Gene McCarthy. Because, after
all. they have failed. We are faced
with a contest between the current
Administration, in the person of
Hubert Horatio Humphrey, and
Richard M. Nixon. The warm memories of the days when Gene's miniskirt brigade was wowing them in
New Hampshire are little comfort in
the face of the cold political fact
that, in the end, it was Lyndon Johnson's boy who defeated Gene McCarthy. For four more years, while I
am sure they will be working, as did
the supporters of Barry Goldwater
after 1960 in the GOP, to take over
and capture the Democratic Party
for McCarthy, they and their day is
finished----at least until the verdict
of America this November.
In Chicago, though, there was a
very Old kind of politics very much

by Mike Maguire

in evidence, in the person of a great
many of the Democratic leaders, and
none more so than the Honorable
Richard Daley.
While Chicago's
finest were in the streets protecting
the delegates from clergymen, Winston Churchill's grandson and thoussands of vicious head-swinging hippies and/or students, the delegates
were in the center of Fort Daley--excuse me, the Convention Hall
shouting down Senator Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut in an emotional
denunciation of the brutality around
them as he placed Senator George
McCklvern's name in nomination for
President. (The networks claim that
the Mayor was yelling "FINK!" at
Ribicoff. but "fink" is not two words;
we know what he was really saying.
The Convention brings out a man's
class.)
So much for the law and
order issue, since even Richard
Nixon won't be. able to top that one.
In the end emerged, not exactly
unscarred but in far better shape
than th~ people in the streets or
those young people who so endangered the public;: safety with deadly
missiles from the windows of McCarthy headquarters, Vice-President Humphrey and Maine Senator
Edward Muskie.
These were the
men who, by whatever process and
for whatever good might be gained
at the outcome, had been chosen to
stand between Richard Nixon and
Spiro Agnew, and national leadership. I very reluctantly, call upon
the reader to consider his or her
vote in that light, and make the
only possible rational use of that
choice, however distasteful it might
be, and support the Humphrey-Muskie ticket.
HHH may not be the
White Knight; but at least he isn't
the Black Knight.
In the weeks to come until the
election, it will be my job to discuss the campaign and the effect of
certain issues on that campaign.
Next week: the Chech invasion and
the Vietnam platform.

Something Old .... Something New
by Mark Allen Leach

The comeback of Richard Milhaus
Nixon is unparalleled in American
politics. Defeated in his race for
the Presidency in 1960 by the smallest margin in the twentieth century - 112,803 popular votes - and
again by Gov. Pat Brown in the
California Gubernatorial Race of
1962, Nixon lost his temper and
bid a bitter "farewell to politics" • He blamed the press for
his defeat, saying, "But as I leave
you, I want you to know - just think
how much you're going to be missing. You won't have Nixon to kick
around anymore, because, gentlemen, this is my last press conference. "
If, in the light of the
next six years, Nixon'S prophetic
proficiency begged critiCism, his
political acumen did not. For this
petulant remark signaled the end of
the "old" Dick Nixon and the beginning of the "new".
Keeping in the public eye and rebuilding his crumbled fortunes,
Nixon joined a New York law firm
now called Nixon, Mudge, Rose,
Guthrie, Alexander and Mitchell:
argued a Supreme Court case (he
lost); made numerous "bUSiness"
trips throughout Europe commenting frequently on U. S. foreign
policy and holding numerous press
conferences: wrote an autobiography
of his political career called, "Six
Crises"; penned a series of syndicated newspaper columns, calling
himself the spokesman for the
"loyal opposition l'; vigorously campaigned for Barry Goldwater in
1964 and, in 1966, considerably increasing
his political tempo,
campaigned to unite the splintered
Republican Party, working doggedly
for a nation-wide Republican victory. In 1966 Republicans gained 47
seats in the House, three Senate
seats and eight governorships.
Among the victors was somebody
called Spiro T. Agnew.
In 1967. Citizen Nixon, already
having made three around the-world
tours, visited South America, Asia,

Europe and Africa, often received
less than 'affably by heads-of-state
and jeering crowds. In Moscow, the
young Communist newspaper "Komsomol Pravda". accused Nixon of
behaving like a "clown". In Pakistan mobs continually shouted,
"Nixon go home' I . Poland absolutely
refused to allow the darling of the
Republican Party into the country.
Evidently no one had told the world
that Nixon had metamorphosed.
In 1968, considered the liealer of
the Republican Party, Nixondecided
it was time to peddle his elixer to
the country-at-large. Knowing that
he must shake off his "loser'S
image" he chose to prove his popular appeal via the primary route.
Gambling on receiving high percentages in six relatively uncontested
primaries, he waged a calm, highly
organized campaign against all visible and invisible comers; Nixon won
all six of the primaries he entered
with more than 65 per cent of the
vote.
With this mandate he began working the delegates to the Republican
Convention. Capitalizing onnumerous old political debts, a new makeup man and a campaign crew borrowed from the ranks of both Cklldwater conservatives and Eastern
liberals that perfected the convention "machine" initiated by J.F .K.
and improved by Barry Goldwater,
Nixon, at 1:50 A.M. on August 8,
1968, when Wisconsin "proudly
cast" her thirty votes, succeeded in
capturing the Republican Presidenti al Nomination. Richard Milhaus
Nixon, who, as a child had picked
lemons on his father's lemon farm
in Yorba Lind!:1:, California, had once
again been picked by the Republican
Convention.
Tricky Dick, "The Man Vilho ••• "
was a Quaker who chose not to become a conscientious objector, but
to enter the military struggle of WW
II; the Promising Young Lawyer who
met the Girl Of His Dreams. Thelma
Ryan, while trying out for an amateur play in 1939; the youngman who
became a congressman from CaliCont. to Page 5, Col. 1

ANNOUNCEMENT
The next issue

will feature
profiles and discussions
of Hubert Humphrey
and Edward Muskie.
as well as George Wallace.

Pigs in the Street
by Betty Stahler

The riots, police brutality and disrupted proceedings which occurred
at the National Democratic convention were blamed on two groups:
student demonstrators and McCarthy supporters, and Mayor Daley
and the police.
The student demonstrators came
to protest the war. McCarthy supporters came to back McCarthy.
In such a crowd there is sure to
be trouble makers, and they harrassed both the students and police, The police overacted to the
situation. and innocent people were
hurt. The ensuing riot was spontaneous, not planned. This does not
remove the guilt from either the
demonstrators or the police. But
the police failed completely in their
responsibility to prevent the violence
not to take part in it. Aside from the
street brawls the conduct and proceedings of the convention itself
were enough to cause scandal. Despite the tight security ordered by
Mayor Daley trouble occurred.
Delegates were locked out of hotel
rooms and arrested at the convention. Imposters caused fights and
disrupted the proceedings.
Yet
Mayor Daley claimed that plans had
been made to prevent all this. It
was to be a well ordered convention without serious incidents. The
convention rather resembled the
Chicago stockyards.
What does all this mean? It
means that Mayor Daley and his
political machine are outdated. In
the past his methods were effective. He has made preSidents at
past conventions because he would
make deals and pressure the .delegates and politicians. He could not
make deals with the people. The
riots were only a warning.
A
warning that they are through with
sitting on the sidelines watching the
show. They want results not deals
or promises.
The age and methods of the political boss is past. The people realize
that if you want something done
right you must doft yourselves.
The nominating conventions have
been exposed as antiquated and undemocratic. Something must be done
to avoid a repeat of the DemocratiC
Convention.
The result of the chaotic convention is a new push in Congress for
a basic reform of the way we select our candidates for President.
The idea of a national primary
be receiving serious attention. A
national primary would give millions
a direct and equal voice in choosing nominees. People demand more
say in the affairs of their country and they will not be put ofI any
longer.

will
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Looking back at the Republican
convention over the bloody streets,
swollen heads and bitter feelings of
the Democratic sideshow in Chicago,
the orderly, yet convention-like proceedings in Miami resemble pudding
and whipped cream. Vilhat scrapes
endured by the GOP in their frays
are by now, completely or at least
partially healed. Richard Nixon, who
has been quietly campaigning inSide
the Republican organization since a
leadership vacuum was created in
the party by Senator Barry Goldwater's landslide defeat to LBJ in
1964. had only two serious contenders:
Governors Nelson Rockefeller of New York and Ronald
Reagan of California. These two
opponents represented the extremes
of Republican thinking in 1968. Reagan, a staunch conservative of the
Goldwater stamp and a hawk on Vietnam waited until the convention had
convened before putting his name in
contention.
Other than the large
block vote of his home state delegation, Reagan was only able to attract a handful of other delegates,
mostly from the Southern states, to
his cause.
Rockefeller, with the backing of
dovish, more liberal Republicans
such as Governor Romney of Michigan, Mayor Lindsay of New York and
Senator Brooke of Massachusetts,
represented a more serious threat to
a Nixon first-ballot victory. With
the wisdom-endowing powers of
hindsight, it can be said that the
liberals could have abandoned the
effort with no great loss had they
heeded the conservative undertone
running through the delegations,
demonstrated quite early by the wild
reception accorded Barry Goldwater
when he delivered a speech in one of
the opening sessions of the convention. The delegates cheered and carried on with shouts of "We want
Barry." Goldwater still carried a
lot of weight with Republicans and
although it was acknowledged that the
Reagan position was more closely

by Jim Fonseca

akin to his line of thinking than
Nixon's, the former Senator backed
the latter candidate because a "moderate conservative" (implying also
a "moderate liberal"). was more
acceptable to the convention and to
American voters as a whole. Translated into the hard political lingo of
reaUty--Nixon could win; Reagan
could not.
The convention went through the
motions of accepting the platform
which had been drawn up in committee without embarassing floor fights
or minority reports just as they had
accepted the rules of the convention
and the credentials of the delegations, all this later to be contrasted
with the dissention-barring exhibition by the Democrats. Whatever
divisiveness might have existed between the liberals and the conservatives, and the doves and the hawks,
was left obscured by a pall of
Cigarette smoke entrapped in the
proverbial political backroom.
The Republican platform hit hard
at inflation and the "breakdown of
law and order"~ Minorities, particularly the low income group in
general were wooed in several proposals. The Vietnam plank was so
unspecific in calling for "neither
peace at any price nor a camouflaged surrender of legitimate
United States or Allied interests"
that it was accepted by all factions
inside the party.
Some specific
points mentioned in the platform included backing for the lowering of
the voting age, grant and loan aids
for students and colleges; income tax
credit for education costs; a home
ownership program for low income
families; reformation of the Electoral College system and representation ih Congress for the heavHyNegro populated District of Columbia. Also stressed were an overhauling of the six federal food supp'l.ement programs that have yet to
make a realistic dent in the nutritional problems of America's needy:
Cont. to Page 5, Col .. 1

Spiro Who?
by Mark Allen Leach

On the morning of August 8, 1968,
the nation's early risers were
fiercely speculating on who. would
get the Vice Presidential nod from
Richard Nixon. It had to be one of
the most pleasant decisions of Mr.
Nixon's career. Never in recent
years has there been such a winsome combinage of capable, exciting
possible running mates inoneparty.
Speculation was heavy around the
convention on Sen. Mark Hatfield
(Ore.) who, in 1964, delivered the
Republican keynote address and went
on to become one of the most literate
spokesman of the "dovish" Vietnam
position.
Hatfield, although considered a progreSSive, had supported Nixon in the primaries. Other
attractive choices because of their
vote getting ability and "image' I
were the maverick mayor of New
York, John V. Lindsay and California'S handsome, soft-sell· conservative governor, Ronald Reagan.
Although nobody seriously suspected
it, two other viable choices were
Negro Senator Ed Brooke and Mormon Governor George Romney.
It became evident, however, that
Nixon owed the South a large favor
for standing fast against a possible Reagan surge, which meant that
the nation could abandon any notion
of seeing a seriously forward-looking candidate on the GOP ticket.
Nixon's statement that he owednothing to anyone section, rather, he
wanted a running mate "compatible•.• acceptable to all elements
of the party" tinkled hollow in the
Convention Hall.
As it approached noon, Sen. Chuck
Percy (ill.) was dropped from consideration because, according to report, he was offensive to the South.
He had also supported Nelson Rockefeller.
According to reports, the
final choice narrowed to one between
Gov. John A. Volpe, a proven vote
getter with an impressive administrative record, and the anonymous
Spiro T. Agnew; both Nixon supporters, both politicians familiar

with urban affairs. Perhaps Volpe
was rejected because of his unabashed covetousness of the Vice
Presidency. Over a year ago he had
printed a complimentaryportfoUo of
the accomplishments ofbis administration and placed it on well chosen
desks in Washington. This past year
the ubiquitous Mr. Volpe could be
seen throughout the nation, campatngning for the "Party". Another
possible factor in his failure to receive Nixon's recommendation was
that he failed to carry the Massachusetts primary as a favorite-son.
Shortly after noon the elimination
process was completed and Nixon
announced his preference for Spiro
T. Agnew; the first major party candidate for the Vice Presidency of
Greek descent and the first Marylander to run for the office from any
major party, the son of an immigrant restaurant owner and a man
who a little over two years ago was
holding his first political office County Executive, a first term,
minority governor from the border
state of. Maryland; a seemingly innocuous, if bootless, candidate. The
liberals were anguished, the conservatives were comforted and
everyone, except, perhaps, Ted Agnew, was caught with his banner
down. That evening, in a typically
loglc-defying display, the politicians
trampled over George Ronmey of
Michigan. the only other nominee,
in a frightened stampede toward
Spiro.
Originally a Rockefeller supporter, Agnew was embarrassed by
Rockefeller's failure to confide his
decision not to run for the Presidency as of May 16. Agnew, at that
time head of a statewide draft move ...
ment for Rockefeller, had invited
the press into 1;1is office to watch
the supposed declaration by Rockefeller to run for the office. From that
point onward Agnew became somewhat critical of Nelson Rockefeller
and increasingly complimentary
toward Nixon. On the first day of

Cont. to Page 5, Cal. 4
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GOP' 68' (continued)
automatic cost of living adjustments
for social security payments; expanded pre-school programs aimed
at helping the culturally disadvantaged and federal reinsurance for
homes and businesses in riot areas.
who could not otherwise get insurance. This latter proposal was
aimed particularly at Negro small
business men hardest hit by rioting.
On defense: one eye-catchingquotation without comment: <'It is time to
realize that not every international
conflict is 8usceptible of solution by
American ground forces".
The only real surprise of the
Convention came when Nixon selected Maryland Governor Spiro T.
Agnew as his vice-presidential running mate. Agnew, who until then
had been an obscure small-state
politiCian, completely foreign to the
national political limelight must
have been as surprised at the selection as were the delegates and
the press who quickly christened
him "Spiro T. Who". "People in
the know" had the list of possible
veep candidates narrowed down to a
field of four: Reagan, Romney, Lindsay and Volpe, but. apparently
Southern pressure dictated that the
man for the spot be a Southerner
or, at least, a non-liberal. This
qualification eliminated all four save
Reagan, who, standing at the opposite
end of the political spectrum was too
conservative for the party's 1968
image.
Strom Thurmond. Senator
and RepuQl~can kingmaker from

South Carolina most likely knew of
Agnew's selection when he withdrew
his name as a favorite son candidate on the night of the balloting.
In so doing, he endeared himself to
both the hearts and seats of delegates (and TV viewers) when he
made what was probably the shortest
speech of the convention-about a
minute and a half. Besides all the
political wheeling and dealing behind Nixon's choice of Agnew. the
Maryland governor represented a
closeness in political philosophy to
Nixon that few, if any other. Republican figures could claim. Also,
being an unknown and thus having
few politicians endorsing him wholeheartedly, neither had Agnew any
serious detractors on a personal
basis, as did the other men under
consideration for the appointment.
Despite this, confirmation of the
presidential running mate. normally
a cut and dried roll call vote.
sparked the only real fight in the
convention hall other than the
presidential
nomination
itself.
Rockefeller backers took the selection of Agnew as a direct affront
to the entire liberal faction of the
party and as a sellout to the
Southerners. Alter GeoJ;'ge Romney's name was thrown into the
ring and failed to receive substantial support. the liberals conceded
and the Nixon-Agnew forces prepared to bring their case to the
voting public.

Something Old •••• Something New (continued)
fornia in 1946 by accusing his political opponent of being soft on Communism; "The Man Who... " achieved
national fame and a gallery of enemies as he spearheaded the investigation by the House on Un-American
Activities Conunittee which, in 1949.
led to the conviction of former State
Department official, Alger Hiss;
"The Man Who .•. ". in 1950, became
Senator from California after waging
what many obse.rvers called "the
dirtiest
campaIgn On record"
against Helen Douglas, duringwhich

and defense of Communism in high
places." "The Man Who ••• " when
accused
of receiving $18,000.00
from backers as a supplement to
his salary as a U.S. Senator. bared
his soul and the secrets of his
financial life, satisfactorily defending his use of the money and winning Eisenhower's support to remain second man in the 1956 Presidential
Campaign;
"The Man
Who ... " as the second youngest
Vice PreSident in U.S. history assumed added r~sponsibilities dUr-

Review
by Mark Allen Leach

AB the new year begins a statement of intent seems in order. It
is the ambition of this continuing
column to critically discuss any new
work of the entertainment medium
that is particularly noteworthy. or
any work, meritorious or not, that
promises to have broad appeal to the
college community. This column
concentrates on productions outside
of BSC and includes such areas as;
Boston theatres, the film industry
and televiSion. "Review" invites
any member of the college community to submit guest reviews of recordings and books. The accent of
this column is normally positive.
There is enough garbage in the entertainment industry to fill this
column many times over with derisive comments. Rather, we choose
the best to comment upm, 3.nd do our
best to comment responsibly. There
will, as has been suggested, be occasions when something so pernicious and devoid of art is pawned off
on, the public that it begs to be
trampled and crushed in the bud by
the critic's dirtiest sneakers. This
is usually saved for Christmastime
or som.e other holiday when Madison
Avenue packages its junk in pretty
ribbons and tries to rush its gush in
t.!J.e guise of something groovy. Also
the critic tends to be more petulant at the crests of such seasons.
Under discussion this week, however, is a film of heroic stature;
Stanley Kubrick's SPACE ODYSSEY;
2001. (For better or worse, "Review"
avoids reading the books,
fellow reviewers, or viewing the
movie more than once in each instance. Thus, in this instance the
critic feels duly humbled in grappling with interpretation.)
Kubrick, also the creator of DR.
STRANGELOVE, has freely developed Clark's science fiction idea
into the rarest beast - a spectacle
with a heart.
The baSic plot line is concerned
with the uncovering of a strange
monolith on the moon by an Ameri-
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Spiro Who? (continued)
the convention Agnew declared for
the future Republican nominee. Agnew's switch deeply hurt the Rockefeller convention drive.
Agnew's brief political career reveals the same pattern of shift from
liberal.to moderate. In 1966 Agnew,
in favor of open housing. ran for
Governor against a seriously divided Democratic State Party. The
Democratic nominee, George p. Mahoney, was anti-openhousinganddid
not enjoy the support of a large number of his party members. Agnew's
chances for election were further
.
aided by the Independent candidacy
of democrat Hyman Co Pressman.
Open housing was the hottest issue
of the campaign, Mahoney relying
solely on the emotional appeal of
his "Your home is your castleprotect itl" euphemism.
Agnew,
endorsed by many of Maryland's
black leaders, felt that tax reform
was the prinCiple issue. He also
promised to replace all school buildlngs more than 50 years old; to extend kindergarten throughout the
state; more police, nurses and teachers; the "vigorous expansion" of
Senior Citizen Day Care Centers;
establishment of an Office of
People's Advocate; and state electoral reform. In the final outcome
Agnew received 49.6 per cent of the
vote to become the fifth Republican
governor in Maryland's long history.
Agnew's first step as Governorelect was to appoint an Advisory
Committee on Human Rights. On
Feb. 14, 1967, this committee endorsed a fair housing bill stronger
than any previous. The bill prohibited racial discrimination in the
sale or rental of housing having
more than five units.
This bill,
passed by the legislature and signed
by the Governor on April 21, 1967,
was the first open housing bill south
of the Mason-Dixon line. In November Agnew called for expansion of
the law and stated that he might eventually advocate "total open housing". In December Agnew issued a
comprehensive Hcode of fair practice" banning racial disqrimination
in any state connected employment.
Adding to his star-studded list of

~i~=~;~C:S:;U~dX:~::~::;:-'~'j~~V;:;~::~~~h~~:!~~M~~~~"if#"~*@t~~~=~-'~~i~~~'~~";~····'~~~i~:f·f~1li~~v~~<Jf~i;'l'~""
linking Mrs. Douglas' voting record
with an allegedly pro-Communist
representative from New York;
Richard Nixon, "The Man Who .... ",
as the 1952 Vice Presidential Nominee, accused Secretary of State,
Dean Acheson, of suffering from
"color blindness - a form of pink
eye toward the Communist threat in
the United States", and called Adlai
Stevenson, the Democratic Presidential Nominee, an appeaser "who
got a Ph.D. from Dean Acheson's
College of Cowardly Communist
Containment" and concluded that
Truman, Acheson and Stevenson
were "traitors to the high principIes in which many of the nation's
Democrats believe.
Real Democrats are outraged by the TrumanAcheson-Stevenson gang's toleration,

LAW AND ORDER

debates" with Nikita Kruschevand
made an unprecedented talk over
Soviet television; "The Man Who••• "
called .John F. Kennedy "immature"
and "impulsive" and held four unprecedented face-to-face encounters on national television with his
opponent which may have given
.J.F.I<.. the ma:sgin of victory; Richard Milhaus Nixon, once called by
Adlai Stevenson, HMcCarthyism in
a white collar", after a stormy political career spiced. with some
crucial mistakes, thought to have
dug his political grave in 1962, now
a wisened and more cautious man
had resurrected from the cemetery
of yesterday's heroes and stood wavlng the Republican banner, once
more prophesizing to the ruck amid
the tinsel and smoke of Miami Beach.

Nixon on the Issues
by Mark Allen Leach

"We cannot explain away crime in
this country by charging it off to
poverty - and we would not rid ourselves of the crime problem even if
we did succeed overnight in lifting everyone above the poverty level.
The role of poverty as a cause of the
crime upsurge in America has been
grossly exaggerated - and the incumbent Administration bears major responsibility for perpetuation
of this myth.•. the adamant opposition
to the use - against organized crimeof the same wiretap and electrical
surveillance the government employs to safeguard the national security (is) puzzling."
- May 8, 1968
"Let those who have the responsibili tie s to enforce our laws, and our
judges who have the responsibility
to interpret them, be dedicated to the
great principle of civil rights. But
let tbem also recognize that the first
civil right of every American is to
be free from domestic violence."
- Aug. 8, 1968
RIOTS

"Meet force with force if necessary, maldng it abundantly clear t?at
these preparations are made and that
retaliation against the perpetrators
and the planners of violence will be
swift and sure. Change is the essence of progress., But there can
be no progress without oro,cr" no
freedom WIthout order, no Ju~hce
withut order.
And so our fIrst

commitment as a nation. •• must be a
commitment to order."
- Aug. 8, 1968
STUDENT DISORDERS

Nixon called the Columbia University disorders "the first major skirmish in a revolutionary struggle to
seize the Universities of this country
and transform them into sanctuaries
for radicals and vehicles for revolutionary political and social goals".
He declared that the place to initiate
an organized campaign against violence on campuses "is with the anarchic students at Columbia".
- May 15. 1968
KERNER REPORT

The "major deficiency" in the
Kerner Report on civil disorders
was "its tendency to lay the blame
for riots on everyone except the
rioters".
- March 7, 1968
CIVIL RIGHTS

Nixon supported all civil rights
legislation enacted since 1957. He
telephoned key House Republican
leaders urging support for the
Senate-passed 1968 Civil Rights Act.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Two weeks after the murder of Dr.
King, Nixon criticized the Nobel
Peace Prize winner for what he said
were statements linking the Vietnam
war and the Civil Rights movement.
Cant. to Page 6, Col. 4

dently wrought by highly advanced
intelligentSia millions of years before. has been dormant. but is now
transmitting a signal to .Jupiter.
The large space convey consists of
two young astronauts, a team of
scientists who are lyingquiescentin
electronic caskets and a supercybernetic named HAL who spearheads the miSSion and upon whom
the entire crew is dependent.
Naturally. a life and death struggle
develops onboard between the all
powerful and slightly effeminate
computer and the two young astronauts. The mission ends in failure;
i.e., the convoy is lost.
This particular contest between
man and machine actually covers a
relatively small portion of the film.
The first triplet of the film deals
with the dawn of man, literally "up
from the apes". The clnematography of this section, as well as
the entire film, is superb; the pano-'
ramie vistas are enhanced by the
cineranllc
screen.
However,
Kubric's camera does become a bit
too pretty in its eloquence and
lingers too long to sustain the mood
of awe.
Here, thanks to the deft make-up
crew and an exciting cast of dancers,
we Witness an incredibly realistic
interpretation of ape-men. Indeed,
the most outstanding single aspect
of the film is the special effects.
Later in the film we are introduced to the Universe of the future.
Again Kubric's design is marked by
a scrUpulous attention to detail and
an unimpeachable sense of what
works best in a visually oriented
SOCiety.
The third portion of this lengthy
tryptic is perhaps the most creative
and dazzling use of color and music
ever captured on film; which is in
every sense a psychedelic trip.
Further comment might spoil yourso
What may be regarded as a weakness of the film is the utter lack of
three dimensionality in the human
characters of the film. But this
seems, to me, an intentional device
to dramatize the cold efficiency of
our future super-technicians. During the HAL-astronaut confrontation. the computer, imbued with not
only a strong sense of self preservation, but also the gamut of kindlier human traits, seems at least
equally sympathetic.
There will probably be a great deal

included calls for liberalized abortion laws; he said, "the question of
abortion is properly a medical question, not a legal one"; an expanded
loan program for college students;
a statewide system of community
mental health centers; a program
for thetreatmentandcontrolofalcoholism; improvementofsubstandard
housing; a prison reform program;
and abolition of capital punishment
except in cases of previously convicted murderers.
Taken at his word, Agnew
promised to be the greatest reformer since Ghandi, but, unfortunately, his time was taken up with
other matters like conflict of interest charges and battles with the
black community.
In 1966 Maryland voters had
chosen a northern site for the construction of a vital second bridge to
span Chesapeake Bay, Agnewowned
land to the south of the popular choice
which he constantly pushed instead,
Prior to his election he negotiated
with the Maryland National Bank for
the sale of his interest and, although it was sold at a small loss,
it was purchased by his fellow
owners. Agnew continued to push
for his associate's site in the face
of ,oonflict of interest charges and
a clear mandate from the people for
the northern site.
In 1968 Agnew lost support of the
black community through a series
of Itanti-militant stands". InMarch
he ordered the arrest of 227 black_

students demonstrating at the State
House to protest alleged academic
and physical shortCOmings at Bowie
State College. In April he accused
the moderate black leaders of Baltimore of contributing to the rioting
that broke out after the assassination of Rev. Martin Luther King. Jr.
70 black leaders walked out in the
course of his harangue and issued
their own statement accusing him of
failing to "demonstrate enlightened
and concerned leadership"
and
seeking to divide the black com.munfty.
Agnew pigheadedly stood
fast, insisting that he had "overwhelming" popular support for his
action.
Another example of Agnew's shifting political base was the defeat of
a new state constitution which was
conSidered a model for modernizing
state government. Agnew had initially endorsed the document which,
among other items, called for lowering the voting age and banning raci al
discrimination. He did not, when the
time came, support the new constitution strongly; in fact, he was out of
state when the vote was taken.
Agnew's liberality dissip~ted
much more after May 16. In June
he severely attacked the Poor
People's Campaign and President
.Johnson's handling of it. He found
it "inconceivable to me" that Ressurrection City was allowed to be
raised on federal land. He described the participants of Rev. Abernathy's campaign as "lobbyists for
opportunism". A newspaper article
describing the Solidarity Day March
as a drive for "a just share of
affluence and dignity for aU AInericans" was characterized by Agnew
as "fuzzy thinking", he continued
dispassionately; albeit, realistically, "There just isn't any such thing
as a just share of wealth".
Agnew has gratified conservative s
and mortified liberals in several
other flashy ways; i.e.. his praise
for the Supreme Court's "stop and
frisk" decision. his disdain of busSing school children in an attempt
to achieve some racial balance. his
switch to a criticism of what he
calls a national "preoccupation with
',_.Cillil·.c"li'h~,.ti~~~nse, ~Qf

nation~tY~i¥!ti~-s llarhcularly flamboyant move of appointing Lt. Gen. Milton A. Reckford.
an official of the National Rifle
ASSOCiation. as his representative
on a Maryland legislature subcommittee on gun control.
Agnew denies that he has shifted
from the progressive toward the
conservative, rather, "I call the
shots as I see them. I've stayed
still while literally thousands of
people have run past me in a headlong rush to the left."
Most liberal and non-Republicans
believe that the Republican Party has
ruined a perfect opportunity to seize
the White House by nominating a
mugwhump and a nonentity. However, ~ insecure voting public is
much more likely to settle for a
mugwhump President over a "flaming liberal". a "fascist" or a
"poet". and Nixon says of the nonentity, "There can be a mystique
about a man. You can look him in
the eye and know he's got it. This
guy has got it. People say he's not
known. That's nonsense in this day
and age. He's known now, and as
the campaign goes on he'll become
better and better known."
Well. Mr. Nixon, you had to reach
an awfully long way for that one.
Sorry Lindsay, Hatfield, and Romney. Charisma, Intellectuality. Honesty and Courage are not In this
year. Due to circumstances beyond
this writer's control, Mystique is
defini tely In.

============================

of confusion about what the film
"means". To the less intellectually adventuresome, or, better, to
those that do not appreCiate grappling with slippery symbols, there is
always the out that, . by title and
structure, the .film is an odyssey a series of bizarre adventures, a
quest. For those that like to search
for ultimaCies, SPACE ODYSSEY is
a field day. Is it coincidence that
the apes discovered the use of tools
after their experience with the monolith? Why should the quest lead to
Jupiter, rather than, say, Venus?
Clouded in ambiguities, an elaborate
and provocative overview of man's
genesis and development and an
exegesis of his purpose may be
posited. Could not the monolith be
interpreted as the Divine Machine,

Death a transcendance into a world
of interstellar supermen and the
preparation for a role in the progenation of greater worlds? Perhaps
the film is, rather, a moral. Man
is now in his dawn and will. as the
animals before him, abuse any gift
from Hon high". The possibilities,
thanks to Kubrick's honest ambiguity, are endless.

The COMMENT Welcomes
Response To All Aspects
of Our Election
Year (overage.
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fOOTBAll SCHEDULE
September 28. Saturday
October 5, Saturday
October 12, Saturday
October 19, Saturday
October 26, Saturday
November 2, Saturday
November 9, Saturday
*November 16, Saturday
*Homecoming

Curry College
Maine Maritime
Frostburg State
Quonset Naval Air
Station
Nichols College
Brockport State
Geneva College
Bates College

Away
Home
Away

1:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home

7:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Home Games: Legion Field

Submit to Roots &Wings

Do you

by J. G. H. Moore

SPEAKING OF SPORTS
by Leon Weinstein

Well, it's fall again and the smell in the air is that of falling leaves and
Iigskin. Yes, once again the Bridgewater Bears take to the gridiron to do
Jattle against formidable foes.
This year Bridgewater is fortunate to field a veteran team led by the passing attack of Captain Paul "Babe" Stella. In addition to Stella fourteen other
lettermen will be returning from last year's squad, which supported a 4-3
record; the first winning team in the history of B.S.C.
The team this year is under new head coach Peter Mazzaferro. Once
llgain coaches Charles Varney and Joe Lazaro will return to their valuable
positions. A new edition to BSC's coaching staff is head line coach Ed Braun••
The acquisition of a full time line coach and trainer has already proved
invaluable as the team has made great advances in but two short weeks.
Clifford, Robinson, and Rowe will be sadly missed this year, but 2 Sophomore backs, Federico and Sullivan, are as good as they come. Both are
veterans from last year's squad and should prove to be the best one-two
punch BSC has ever seen. Rounding out the backfield of Stella, Federico,
1.nd Sullivan is Tom Kelley, a hard hitting Sophomore fullback.
The line will also support a veteran front. Bill Matheson and .Bob Brinkley will be the wing men. Both are veterans from last year's squad and
both are more than adequate pass receivers.
The tackles will be Jerry Indelicato and Tom Cook - both are good sized
boys, Jerry was with the squad last year and Tom played for BSC 2 years
ago when he was an all conference choice.
At the guards will be Tony Tringale and Leon Weinstein••both are veterans
and holdovers from their respective pOSitions.
Rowlding out the line is the only Freshman starter. Phil LeFavor will be
the pivot man.
He has proved to the coaching staff to be a fine blocker.
Many of the boys will also be playing defense. Leo Fanning, veteran end,
will be at a defensive half-back slot•• Freshman Joe Connelly will be playing
defensive tackle and the "Valley Boys" Herb Lynch and Bob Woodman will
be at the line backer spots. Lynch and Woodman sparked BSC's defense a
year ago will do likewise this year.
Yes, it looks like a fine season in view for BSC grid fans. All that the
team is lacking is your support. It's your team. you paid for it through the
new athletic fee. How about backing up your investment and the Bears. The
season's opener is at Curry College on Sat. Sept. 28th. The home opener is
Oct. 5th against BSC's arch-rival, Maine Maritime. How about getting out
and giving the team a little support.

WRA Begins Activities
The Women's Recreation AssoCiation, open to all registered women
students, has announced their fall
schedule.
The first quarter activities startIng the week of Sept. 16 will be
"'wimming, slimnastics, field hockey

club, archery, volley ball and
bicycling.
Bicycles are available
for women any day at Great Hill
and downstairs at Woodward Hall.
October 12th the WRA will travel
to Mt. Chocora, New Hampshire for
a weekend hike.

BENNET'S CORNER
The Intramural Outlook
The intramural outlook really
looks bright this year. Mr. Mazzaferro has added on to last year's
program and now there's something
for everyone.
The two new additions to the program are a foul shooting contest and
a tentatively scheduled golf tournament. The golf tournament is, hopefully, to take place next Spring if
there are enough men interested.
This Fall the Program starts with
flag football. Team rosters mustbe
turned in to Mr. Mazzaferro by
Sept. 23. Sixteen players are allowed
to a roster.
Next on the Fall schedule is the
foul shooting contest as a prelude to
the Basketball season.
This Winter, Basketball, volleyball, a swimming meet, and bowling
are planned.
Mr. Mazzaferro is looking for
officials for the Intramural games.
Officials receive one dollar per
game. It's a good way to make a
few dollars.
To the men on campus with .spare
time, the intramural program is a
good way to have fun and stay in
shape.

Cross-Country

~68'

Last year's six wins and eight
losses record doesn't tell the story
about the 1968 Bears Cross Country team. Coach Tom Knudson and
second year Captain Bruce Nelson,
a three year team dependable, told
about ten Freshmen and other new
runners that this year the team was
going to develop its full potential by
practiCing and working hard and as
a unit.
To win this year, a heavy practice schedule, ranging from 30 to 50
miles of running a week for some
would be implemented.
This year's schedule has three
home meets including the September
28th opener against Nichols, the
October 26th meet with Fitchburg
State, and a four team meet on
October 30th against SMTI, Barrington and Assumption. There are also
two invitational meets slated, the
Plymouth Invitational and the Zescac Meet at Rhode Island College.
The 1968 Cross-Country Bears
are hoping for a very successful
season this year and if they get a
few good breaks and continued relief from injl.lries. the signs says
that they will have one.

BSC Joins
NOW MAGAZINE
On Wednesday, Sept. 18 NOW
Magazine will make its debut in the
Student Co-operative Bookstore.
NOW was founded and edited by a
junior at Stonehill College.
He
contacted students at various colleges during the summer and requested stores for this new student
publication.
The result is a magazine covering Stonehill College, Bridgewater
State College, Massasoit Jr. College, Wheaton College, Brockton
Business School, and S.. M. T.I..
NOW is a student-orientated, student-controlled,
and
student-financed magazine. It will be published eight times a year and sold
for 25¢ per copy.
NOW plans to extend its boundaries to cover colleges in Boston
and Southeast Mass. It also welcomes comments, letters, and contributions from students tliroughout
the state ..

AGNEW ON THE ISSUES
by Mark Allen Leach

President Johnson's
Vietnam
policy has had Agnew's "full support" since April 25, 1967.
On
May 17, Agnew said that, in the
battle against Communism "permanent peace can only come through
permanent strength. Too often our
nation has lost a war on the conference table, not in the battlefield."
After
Agnew's nomination he
stated that his son was a Seabee in
Vietnam.
"I'd like to have him
home, but if we just unilaterally
withdrew, there'd be a tremendous
wave of elation - and five years
from now we'd just be involved
somewhere else."
About youthful
anti-war protestors, Agnew added,
"Our young people who are potential draftees, I'm sure they can convince themselves that they are
against the war for altruistic reasons. But I suspect if you put them
on the couch you might find they
just didn't want to go."
On law enforcement, Agnew has
been under fire for his new hard
line against civil disobedience. After
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s assassination, Agnew implied that .he
would support a policy that would
allow law enforcement agents to
shoot fleeing looters. In an interview on August I, 1968, Agnew
sought to clarify his position. itA
policeman trying to apprehend a
fugitive has no way of knowing what
kind of a crime has been committed.
When the fugitive runs in the face
of an order to halt, the pOliceman
is justified in using the severest
force to stop him. If the general
public gets the idea that if you can
outleg the pOlice officer you can
get away, the whole system of law
and order will break down."
Agnew has criticized the Kerner
Report which had cited white racism
as the cause of the urban riots and
had urged a "commitment to national
action - compassionate, massive and
sustained." Agnew said this report
would abet future riots. "If one
wants to pinpoint the cause of the
riots", he concluded, "it would be
the permissive climate and the misguided
compassion
of public
opinion."

Roots & Wings will publish
four times this year.
first deadline is OCT. 16.
anyone wishing to submit
should leave their material
.in the tray for R& W in
the English Office
or
contact the
staff.
A WARDS will be made in the spring
for five categories:
$10 for graphic arts
$10 for fiction;
$10 for poetry;
$10 for NON-fiction;
$75 for the best piece published.
anyone who wants to work
for the magazine
and did not make the meeting on 9/19
should contact the staff
via bulletin board in the Rotunda.
we need people
to solicit ads on and off campus;
to type; to proof-read;
to work on lay-out;
to evaluate submissions; and more.
we need people to worl\: and submit
in order to
meet the fast pace this year.

have
a book
to sell?
Classified Advertising
Advertising will be available to
students and faculty starting next
issue. This service is intended to
aid students in buying and selling
books, and other materials; obtaining passengers or drivers for commuters' car pools; finding lost articles j spot advertisement for campus
organizations; etc.
Rates are as follows: 3 lines/
$1.00; columns/$1.75; longer rates
negotiated.
Contact the CAMPUS COMMENT
Office in the lobby of the Horace
Mann Auditorium or call us on Extension 260 between 9:00 A.Me and
5:00 P.M.

Nixon on the Issues (continued)
He said King was doing a "disservice" to the cause of civil rights.
He continued, "Manypeople, including myself, favor America's pres- ,
ence here (in Vietnam) because we
are concerned about civil rights".
URBAN CRISES
Nixon called for development of
"black capitalism" to half the
"cycle of despondency". "From
this can flow the rest, black pride,
black jobs, black opportunity, and,
yes, blacl{ power, in the best, the
constructive sense of the often misapplied term."
Nixon's solution is not more
federal funds, but an "imaginative
enlistment of private funds, private
energies and private talents".

"At a time when so many things
seem to be going against us in the
relations between the races, let us
remember the greatest thing going
for us; the emerging pride of the
black American. That pride, that
demand for dignity. is the driving
force that we all can build upon.
The black mD.n's pride is the white
man's hope - and we must all, black
and white, respond to that pride and
that hope."
- April 25, 1968
"Instead of government jobs and
government housing and government
welfare, let government use its taxes
and credit policies to enlist in this
battle the greatest engine of progress ever developed in the history
of man - American private enterprise."
- May 2,1968
GUN CONTROL
Gun control "disarms law-abiding
citizens.
Merchants, cab drivers
and bus drivers who are unarmed because they have obeyed the gun law
become
the easy prey of the
criminals who have evaded it".
Nixon urges immediate legislation
to provide for a prison term of
"substantial duration" for anyfelon
convicted of using a firearm in the
commission of a seriol1s federal
crime.
- July 9, 1968
ECONOMY

Nixon stated that the 10 per cent
income tax surCharge "in and of
itself is not enough". There is an
"urgent necessity to cut the federal
budget... it must be cut in the neighborhood of eight billion dollars •••
by the President". He added that
this "rules out any new vast outpourings of federal funds into the
cities of America this year. Those
who are recommending massive increases are, in my view, not being
realistic.' ,
- April 21, 1968

THE DRAFT

The young people should "be able
to plan their lives rather than living
as they do today with that (the draft)
hanging over them. I believe we
should have a volunteer armed services after the war is ended. "
- Ma:rch 6, 1968
VIETNAM
Although Nixon refuses to detail
plans for ending the war because,
among other reasons, it would
weaken his bargaining position as
President, he has changed his basic
stance and now believes in a "negotiated settlement". In the pa:st
he has supported the bombing of
North Vietnam. There was no mention of this key issue in his August
I, 1968, statement to the Republican Platform Committee. "Until it
is ended - and in order to hasten a
negotiated end - it must be waged
more effectively."
COMMUNISM
Nixon's public views on Communism have, as he admits himself,
changed drastically. "And now to
the leaders of the Communist world
we say, after an era of confrontations, the time has come for an era
of negotiations. Where the world
superpowers are concerned there is
no acceptable alternative to peaceful negotiation. Because this will be
a period of negotiation, we shall
restore the strength of America so
that we shall always negotiate from
strength and never from weakness.
"We believe this should be an era
of peaceful competition not only in
the productivity of our factories but
in the quality of our ideas. We extend the hand of friendship to all
people. To the RUSSian people. To
the Chinese people. To all the people
in the world."
- Aug. 8, 1968
DEFENSE
Nixon has repeatedly warned
against the prospect of "nuclear
parity". He feels the Soviet Union
should never be allowed to have a
greater or equal nuclear stockpile
than the U.S. HAnd I say, let the
time never come when, in a confrontation between the great powers whether in Cuba or in the Middle
East - the side that seeks victory
has the strategic advantage over the
side that seeks peace."
- Feb. 21, 1968
Nixon vehemently criticized any
trimming oithe defense budget. He
said that such cuts would be "irresponsible and potentially dangerous. Cut-backs can and should be
made in both foreign and domestic
spending progress - not directly related to the present and future
American security".
- June 23, 1968

